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Celebrate the wonderful world of

Scottish Gin
Celebrate World Gin Day with
The Scottish Gin Society!
To help you celebrate World Gin Day on
Saturday 8th June, we’ve put together this
handy guide to holding your own gin party.
Make sure you share pictures of your
celebration using #WGDParty on your posts
and we’ll share the best on our social channels.

Host the perfect World Gin Day
celebration with these tips:
1
	
Decide on a venue (home/garden/park/local hall) and send invites to all your gin-friends.

	
Agree with your friends who is bringing what amazing Scottish Gin, this gives you a
2
chance to try something new, or more obscure. Check our online A-Z of Scottish gins
for inspiration.
3
	
Freeze or buy plenty of bags of ice – you can never have enough, and June is supposed
to be summer.
4
	
Set up a table with a range of traditional and fun garnishes and cocktail ingredients,
all of which are easy to find – no unicorn tears here! Take a look at our downloadable
cocktail recipes for inspiration.
5
	
We’re sharing some delicious cocktails to help you celebrate Scottish Gins, so release
your inner Tom Cruise and have a go at shaking up a storm!
6
	
Choose your glassware, reusable plastic, jam jars... whatever – It’s up to you. Go with
what you have in the cupboard, or ask everyone to bring some along.
7
	
Set up your own gin tasting – pour a small amount of each gin into tasting glasses and
ask your guests to decide which is which by taste alone. Check our A-Z of Scottish gins
for inspiration. Alternatively, just drink it how you like it
8
	
Set up a playlist. Ask all your friends to choose the tunes beforehand and you’ll have
a guaranteed party atmosphere (the gin will help).
9
	
Lay out a few tasty nibbles to keep your energy up. Cheese, crisps, cupcakes... whatever
you fancy.
10 Don’t forget to share pics of your party with us, by tagging The Scottish Gin Society on
	
Facebook or using #WGDParty on Twitter or Instagram. We’ll be sharing some of the best
pics on our platforms.
11
	
Have fun, enjoy Scottish Gin and celebrate World Gin Day responsibly.

Our delicious cocktails have been created using the top five favourite gins from around
Scotland (voted by our members), but if you are looking for more inspiration, just log on and
check out our A-Z: https://www.thescottishginsociety.com/scottish-gins
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